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ABSTRACT

Title of thesis: A RENEWAL PROPOSAL FOR THE NORTH SLOPE OF

BEACON HILL

Author: Victor Boone Powell

Submitted to the Department of City and Regional Planning in
partial fulfillment for the Degree of Master in City Planning,
May 21, 1960

The objective of this thesis is the creation of an attrac-

tive and contributing urban area out of an unpreferred but stra-

tegically located apartment house district in central Boston.

Current planning problems are analysed and their historical

roots exposed. A visual analysis of the area is made and de-

sign objectives stated. Specific objectives and standards are

derived and an area renewal plan is developed. Several tech-

niques for its implementation are proposed and analytic ex-

amples of each are given.

Thesis Supervisor:

Frederick J. Adams

Title: Professor of City Planning
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PREFACE

Definition of Thesis Area

For the purpose of this thesis, the north slope of Beacon Hill

is defined as follows. It is bounded on the east by Bowdoin Street;

on the south by Revere Street, the rear property line between Myrtle

and Pinckney Streets, and Derne Street; on the west by Charles

Street; and on the north by Cambridge Street.

The north slope has a population of about 7,500 in an area of

approximately 35 acres. It is contained in Census Tracts K-l, K-2,

and H-4, and forms parts of Ward #3 and Ward #5. It rises approxi-

mately 75 feet from Cambridge Street and 70 feet from Charles Street.

The south slope comprises the rest of Beacon Hill and also in-

cluded the southwesterly portion beyond Charles Street which was

built later but generally to the same high standards. In general,

the south slope is that area which is covered by the special legis-

lation of 1955 which set up the Historic Beacon Hill District.
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INTRODUCTION

The north slope of Beacon Hill is surrounded by important ur-

ban land uses and renewal activity. On the south, and part of the

west, slope, buildings are rigidly controlled by the Beacon Hill Ar-

chitectural Commission, a body empowered by the Legislature of the

Commonwealth to preserve the historical traditions and appearance of

the area. The north edge is bordered by the West End Redevelopment

project and the expanding Massachusetts General Hospital. To the

east, the Government Center is planned. The location of the north

slope in the middle of such intense and highly protected activities

makes questionable its present function and its appropriateness as

a strategically located part of a new urban fabric.

Most of the north slope is covered by closely packed four- and

five-story brick apartment houses. These structures were built at

the turn of the century, hugging a grid of narrow streets which had

been laid out 170 years before. The streets cut like chasms through

the mass of buildings. There are few open spaces and the sun sel-

dom reaches the streets in winter.

But the area has its charms - an occasional glimpse of the

Charles River or of the cornice of the State House, the ubiquitous

corner store. Although it fails greatly in detail and obviously

lacks the harmonizing elements of the south slope, it is difficult

to picture it sacrificed to the bulldozer blade. Undoubtedly, the

appeal of Beacon Hill would be greatly diminished by total clear-

ance and redevelopment of its north slope.
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Most of the area is not as deteriorated as other proposed re-

newal areas in Boston; and minor rehabilitation by private inves-

tors is not uncommon. These efforts do not affect the deficiencies

of the area, however: the inadequate circulation and parking pattern,

the lack of sunlight in the winter and air in the summer, and most of

all, the general obsolescing of the structures.

Complicating the entire picture is the rise of property value

that has resulted from the north slope's now advantageous location.

Demolition and private redevelopment are now out of the question

economically. Only by a change in land use, to high rise apart-

ments or commercial use, could an adequate level of renewal be effec-

ted., by ordinary private investment processes.

If a planned program for the renewal of the north slope is put

off too long, large scale federally-aided redevelopment will even-

tually be necessary; land write down charges will be high; and Bos-

ton will have sacrificed much of the attraction of its most elegant

urban area.

A renewal plan for this area should recognize the difficulties

of the Boston municipal condition but should not neglect to provide

for the urban elite: potential members as well as those who are al-

ready committed to an active urban life. As David Riesman writes:

"Before World War II . . . the city provided a 'cri-
tical mass' which made possible new combinations -
criminal and fantastic as well as stimulating and
productive ones. Today, however, with the continual
loss to the suburbs of the elite and the enterpri-
sing, the cities remain big enough for juveniles to
form deliquent subcultures, but barely differentia-
ted enough to support cultural and educational ac-
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tivities at a level appropriate to our abundant eco-
nomy." (1)

This is a critical situation and many large metropolises are doing

an ineffective job of counteracting it. Most middle and upper in-

come redevelopment projects are neither physically nor economically

attractive to a family with young children. There need be no rea-

son for every family who can afford it to rush off to the suburbs

for the birth of the first child. The city, however, has little

magnetic appeal to hold these people, as Dean Burchard has often

lamented.

In broad terms, therefore, this design thesis is to deal with

the creation of a sector of attractive urban space out of that nar-

row strip now generally thought of as "the hill." The approach

will be to explore renewal techniques which seem appropriate for

the accomplishment of this end.

More specifically, the text will contain an explanation of the

historical roots of some of the major planning problems of the north

slope and an analysis of the current situation. Standards will be

derived from objectives which grow out of the current situation, but

which are guided by the general goal set forth in this introduction.

The objectives derived will lead to a plan for renewal based on an

examination of appropriate renewal techniques. The plan itself will

comprise the last section of this thesis.

1. David Riesman, "The Suburban Dislocation," THE AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES, November, 1957, p. 132.



SECTION I

HISTORICAL ROOTS OF PLANNING PROBLEMS

Most of the current problems that pertain to the physical func-

tioning and appearance of the north slope are seen in a much clearer

light after its history is known. The north slope development is

both older and newer than its more favored complement. The north

slope was first settled in 1725, long before the south slope had

more than a few scattered houses. The present street pattern was be-

gun at this time ( and was substantially finished by 1733 ) and this

fact is indirectly responsible for the lack of connection with the

south slop*. Streets were narrow and grades difficult but not com-

pletely inappropriate to the times. The houses were mostly of wood

frame construction of a cheap nature and were inhabited by artisans

and mechanics working in the thriving maritime industries. The far-

thest reach of this development, the present route of Myrtle Street,

was occupied by a rope walk ( a long narrow shed for the manufacture

of rope) which was not taken down until 1806. The beginnings of the

north slope were modest and were soon to degenerate. As Whitehill

writes, "however this remote development began, its reputation soon

slipped to such an extent that the western peak of the Trimountain,

on whose slopes it nestled, was dubbed Mount Whoredom."2

After 1789 when Massachusetts freed its slaves, the upper por-

tion of the north slope which by that time had been built up in a

village of small detached and semi-detached wooden houses, became

2. Walter Muir Whitehill, "Boston - A Topograhical History,"
(Cambridge, 1959), p. 40.
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increasingly occupied by negroes. According to McKeever, "by the

time of the Civil War this district had become a sanctuary for

escaped slaves and a terminus of the Underground Railroad." 3

The building boom of the 1790's which saw the construction of

the State House (1795) saw also the construction of upper class re-

sidences along the present Park Street and Tremont Street facing the

Common. It was at this time that the south slope began to be attrac-

tive as a residential site for other of Boston's more influential

people. In 1795 a syndicate, called the Mt. Vernon Proprietors,

was formed and it bought the land now comprising the south slope.

At that. time, this was pasture land, or the site of country estates.

A plan for the development of this land into mansion type houses was

prepared by Bulfinch. His plan was not used, but some of his ideas

were incorporated in the plan laid out by Mather Withington. The

now famed Louisburg Square was a part of the Withington plan,

Withington had planned for only 40 houses between the present Walnut

Street and the river. But the Proprietors were speculators and con-

siderably increased the number of houses to be built by decreasing

the lot sizes. The lots were sold to families of high repute and

the houses they built were of excellent construction and reflected

their cultured tastes.

It is important to remember that the north slope, at this time,

was becoming increasingly occupied by negroes and although the rope

3. J. Ross McKeever, "The Beacon Hill District," (MS.), Master's
Thesis on deposit at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Li-
brary of Architecture (Cambridge, 1935), p. 21.
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walk had been taken down ( in 1806) before the south slope was sub-

stantially developed, its site remained a boundary of development.

The land subdivided by the Proprietors, then, was definitely bounded

in extent. Because it was "back-to-back" with undesirable develop-

ment, it was treated as an entity and no attempt was made to connect

it to the north slope. The comparative isolation of the south slope

and its orientation to the Boston Common, along with the traditions

of its first settlers, have combined to keep it at a level of high

maintenance and, with some exceptions, an area of prestige and re-

latively high income.

The north slope did not fare well and "through the first quarter

of the nineteenth century, this mangy area on the northern slope of

the hill - well isolated from the handsome development of the Mount

Vernon Proprietors - continued as a source of disorder and a subject

of complaint." 4

Toward the 1870's and 1880's the north slope underwent a new

development. According to Firey, "by this time, thousands of immi-

grants from southern and eastern Europe were seeking cheap quarters

in Boston and real estate speculators were quick to see their oppor-

tunity." 5 In more recent times, the residents of the south slope

have exerted pressures to keep the north slope of the hill from

'undesirable' change. But at the turn of the 19th century, the Back

Bay had been filled and become more fashionable than the south slope

4. Whitehill, op. cit., p. 70.
5. Walter Firey, "Land Use in Central Boston" (Cambridge, 1947),
p. 48.
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and no such protests were made. The north slope, then, was almost

completely redeveloped by speculators for immigrant tenement housing

in the fifteen year period from 1895 to 1910. This was accomplished

plot by plot with no effort to coordinate the development or secure

a harmonious design. Structures were built flush with the sidewalks

to permit maximum utilization of sites and the old street pattern

stayed just as it had been laid out in the early 18th century.

One part of the north slope, the area directly behind the State

House, along with part of the West End, had been built at the same

time as much of the south slope and at the same high standards. The

famed Harrison Gray Otis house on Cambridge Street is a remnant of

that period. But the areas rapidly went out of fashion and today the

State House area is principally a lodging house district in deteriora-

ted condition.

Since 1900, several attempts have been made to rehabilitate

and modernize residences on both sides of Beacon Hill. Beginning

about 1912 an attempt was made to restore the south slope to its

former high state. According to Firey

so intense was the revival that it extended across
Charles Street down to the river . . . and also
across the summit and down the north slope . . .
(where) a number of families in quest of a quasi-
bohemian life with a touch of 'culture' located in
privately developed colonies. Thus Primus Avenue,
extending off Phillips Street, formerly a dirty, ob-
scure alley notorious for its vice, crime, and fre-
quent police raids, was reconstructed and terraced.
. . . Champny Place, lying off Anderson Street, was
another such development. (6)

6. Firey, op. cit., p. 121. He cites Elmer F. Murch, "A Reclaimed
Beacon Hill - Primus Avenue, et. al.," BOSTON TRANSCRIPT, August 21,
1926.
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The impact of this revival on the north slope was limited, however,

mainly to the small courts or alleys which can be isolated from the

general unsatisfactory environment. The south slope, however,

managed to regain much of its former high status. Its legislative

certification as a historical conservation district in 1955 further

assures only gradual change - under the guidance of the Beacon Hill

Architectural Commission.

Although there has been no further concentrated activity to re-

habilitate the north slope, some private efforts have been made. An

example is the clearance of the center of the largest block (Census

Tract Block K-1, 11) by a local realtor to provide parking for the

adjoining dwelling units, thus lessening the parking demand on the

street system and providing open space in the center of the block

for light and ventilation. Other activity has been confined pri-

marily to minor rehabilitation - painting and fixing up plus minor

plumbing changes and the addition of more modern bathroom and kitchen

fixtures. Because the population of the north slope has undergone

some change in recent years - from immigrant families to students,

young professionals, and clerical workers - rehabilitation is in-

creasing slightly. There is indeed hope that this area can become

an attractive sector of urban Boston. But it does require, for a

successful metamorphosis, a coordinated, comprehensive renewal plan.
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SECTION II

CURRENT SITUATION

Land Use

The approximate areas for different uses on the north slope are:

Residential:

detached

attached

lodging

area in acres

.10

12.79

3.57

Non-residential:

retail trade

manufacture and wholesale

storage garage

M.T.A.

institutions and semi-public

1.59

.28

.47

.18

2.14

Non-structural:

parking

public and semi-public
open space

vacant

Streets:

.34 1.5

.25

.23_

22.04

13.07

1.2

1.1

100.0 %

37.2 (% of
total area)

35.11 acres

per cent

.5

58.0

16.,2

7.2

1.3

2.2

.8

9.8

TOTAL
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The north slope is composed almost entirely of multiple dwelling

unit structures, excluding that portion behind the State House. Most

of it lies in an R-65 zone ( see Addendum 1 ) which allows general

residence and imposes a 65 foot height limitation. Small businesses,

many of which are located at the corners of the blocks, must be con-

sidered non-conforming uses. Most of these do not appear at all

objectionable but, in fact, seem to add a great deal to the interest

and convenience of the north slope environment.

The area behind the State House is primarily L-80, local busi-

ness, and has a height limitation of 80 feet. As explained earlier,

there are many lodging houses in this area and the other dwelling

units are in badly run-down condition. Both the present use and

the street pattern are inappropriate to its position next to the

State House and to the proposed Government Center.

Both major bounding streets, Charles and Cambridge Streets, are

strip zoned for business: local business ( L-65 ) along Charles

Street and general business ( B-80 ) along Cambridge Street.

Most of the commercial uses along Charles Street are of a spe-

cialized type, including antique shops, art galleries, specialty

apparel shops, and interior decorating shops. They are generally

well maintained and seem healthy. The area from the Boston Common

to Revere Street is controlled by the Beacon Hill Architectural

Commission, which exerts considerable control over the exterior

appearance of any shop undergoing repair or alteration of its store

front. Although the Commission does not formally include the area

covered by this thesis ( see Addendum 1 ), from Revere Street to
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Charles Circle, their standards do seem to have considerable influ-

ence on merchants in that block. It would be more desirable, how-

ever, to amend the Act to include this area with the other along

Charles Street. This would guarantee more consistent control and

would eventually increase the value of the northern section of the

street in the Beacon Hill area.

The business uses along Cambridge Street are more non-descript,

ranging from grocery stores to gas stations to parking garages.

Many appear to be marginal operations and some vacancies are in

evidence. This area will probably be favorably affected by the

West End Redevelopment project, however. A considerable part be-

tween Staniford and Blossom Streets will be cleared and a new neigh-

borhood commercial center constructed. This will lie just across

Cambridge Street from the north slope and approximately midway in

relation to the study area of this thesis.

Population

The thesis area does not correspond completely with a census

tract. The method of figuring the population is given in Addendum 2.

Of the 7,459 persons estimated to be in the area, 1,639 or 22% are

lodgers. It is estimated that the average number of persons per

dwelling unit, excluding lodging units, is 2.3. 13% of the popu-

lation are children under age 15, and 10% are over 65. These are

figured from 1950 Census data and although there seem to have been

7. Boston City Planning Board, Lodging House Survey, 1955.
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changes in occupational status in the last 10 years, it is assumed

that there has not been extraordinary change in the population

composition. The area does presently house a population made up

mostly of young families, single workers, students, and retired

persons.

The Renewal Cycle

Urban renewal has been described as a "continuing and coordina-

ted process of growth, maintenance and replacement of the parts of

8
the urban structure." Correspondingly, the most essential parts

of this process have, in practice, become known as development,

conservation and redevelopment.

Of these essential elements only conservation or minor rehabili-

tation, is now being carried out on the north slope of Beacon Hill.

Only one firm does what might be called major rehabilitation. They

do two or three structures a year, at most. Few, if any, residen-

tial structures have been built in the last 50 years: none recently.

Comprehensive continuing renewal is entirely absent. There are

several reasons for this condition. The present zoning does not

allow structures above 65 feet on most of the north slope. Private

land assembly and construction of modern tower apartment buildings

is therefore impossible. The construction of new row houses is

blocked by moderately high property values and acquisition is compli-

cated by the land ownership pattern - very small parcels with few

8. Miles Colean, "Renewing Our Cities," (New York, 1953), p. 156.
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contiguous properties in common ownership. The north slope is

thought by realtors to be an area of transition. Few wish to stake

too much in its future; quick returns are the rule. Whereas a

south slope property is worth approximately 5 times its yearly rent

value, realtors will pay only 4 or 4*h times the yearly income for a

property on the north slope. Minor rehabilitation brings quick re-

turns while major rehabilitation does not. Minor rehabilitation,

as it is carried out by owners, consists mainly of painting or

redecoration and occasionally the addition of new fixtures. This

can be done for $80 a room - or approximately $320 a dwelling unit;

and can be regained in less than 5 years. Major rehabilitation,

however, costs at least $5,000 a dwelling unit ( excluding purchase

of structure ) and is usually done on a 12 or 15 year mortgage. 9

Tax Base

Closely associated with private renewal problems on the north

slope is its unsatisfactory position in the tax structure of Boston.

When the West End Redevelopment project is completed, the north

slope will be entirely surrounded by much more highly assessed areas.

The proximity of the north slope to the planned Government Center

and to the Central Business District indicates a much higher poten-

tial than is now obtained in fact. In some cities this would not

be serious. In Boston, howeVer, any addition to the tax base is of

critical importance.

9. Based on the experience of a firm doing both major and minor
rehabilitation on Beacon Hill.
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Deterioration and Environmental Deficiencies

Housing: A housing survey of the north slope of Beacon Hill reveals

that the area is divided sharply by condition into two sections, one

part to the west of Joy Street, the other, primarily a lodging house

district, to the east of Joy Street and behind the State House. (see

Addendum 3 )

In the former, the housing conditions, relative to Boston as a

whole, cannot be considered seriously deteriorated. The 1950 Census

listed 142 dwelling units without a private bath or deteriorated

and 72 without running water or deteriorated. This was based on a

survey of 1,987 dwelling units. This is a rough indication of at

least 10% substahdardness which contrasts with the 20% substandard-

ness rule of federally-aided rehabilitation and redevelopment project

qualification. Other factors may enter in, of course. Of 1,835

dwelling units reporting, 420 or 23% did not have central heating.

By way of contrast, this figure is only 1% for the south slope of the

Hill.

The 1950 Census also indicates the population of this section

to be 4,860 persons. They are housed on about 10.5 net residential

acres. This yields a density of 463 persons per acre or 220 families

per acre at 2.1 persons per family. (Median number of persons per

family for Census Tract K-i). This is an extremely high density,

but that in itself is not necessarily bad. It can lead to variety

and convenience for the inhabitants. But when high density is

coupled, as it is here, with lack of recreation and open space and
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high building coverage, it can be extremely undesirable.

The other section, that between the State House and Cambridge

Street, is in much more dilapidated condition. On the currently

used housing condition map of the Boston City Planning Board, this

entire area is indicated as in worse condition than 2/3 of the area

under demolition for the West End Redevelopment Project. Of the

377 dwelling units surveyed in this area 92 were without a private

bath or were deteriorated. This is 27.3 per cent and this figure

does not include lodging houses. Based on a rooming house survey

by the Boston City Planning Board, a proximately 65 per cent of

140 residential structures in this area are rooming or lodging

houses. In contrast, there are only 14 lodging house structures

on the entire remainder of the north slope.

Although major elements of blight are relatively absent over

most of the north slope, there are many minor elements in evidence

throughout the area. They include: sagging, deteriorating, or

non-existent gutters; loose or missing roof tiles; rotted window

frames, sills, and sashes; .eroded lintels; leaning chimneys, held

up and together with wires, many with missing bricks; loose and

missing mortar between bricks; and peeling paint.

The entire area has the advantage of good subsurface condi-

tions. None of the north slope, as herein defined, is filled land.

The foundations throughout the area are generally in good condition.

Brick load-bearing walls are usually plumb and without major defects.

The shell of each structure is therefore generally sound, greatly

facilitating rehabilitation. Relatively low-cost redevelopment is
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also feasible as even tall buildings would require only simple

foundation structuring.

Building Coverage: The building pattern is very dense on the north

slope. Courts and back yards resemble vertical shafts in most cases.

Building coverage varies from nearly 60 per cent to more than 90 per

cent of each block. Average block coverage is approximately 75 per

cent. A precise calculation for 6 blocks in the center of the area

reveals an average building coverage of 70.5 per cent and an average

height of 4.36 floors per structure. This yields an existing floor

area ratio of 3.06 ( see Addendum 4 ).

Circulation and Parking: Most of the street pattern on the north

slope was laid out prior to 1.733 and was never intended to carry

either the type or volume of traffic which is now imposed on the

system. Both traffic flow and parking facilities are deficient.

An unhappy compromise between the demands of each is in a constant

state of fluctuation. Most of the streets are one way and on-street

parking is illegal on at least one side of each street during the

day. The same regulation generally applies to night time parking

but is totally disobeyed. There are far too few legal spaces to

serve the demand. The parking situation is one of the chief contri-

bujots to circulation chaos on the north slope. Parked cars obscure

visability, make street cleaning and snow removal difficult if not

impossible, and cause fuel, delivery, and refuse collection trucks

to park in the center of the street while conducting their business,
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completely blocking traffic movement.

The present traffic situation is considered dangerous from a

fire fighting point of view. This is especially true in winter

and at night. Most of these problems are complicated by the topo-

graphy of the Hill ( see Addendum 5 ). Grades of 10% and up occur

on Revere, Irving and Grove Streets. Most of the other streets have

grades steeper in some parts than 6%.

The one positive result of the traffic confusion is that out-

side traffic seldom utilizes Beacon Hill streets for through traffic

movements. ( see Addendum 6)

Commercially-provided parking spaces are available at both

the Cambridge Street and Bowdoin Square Garages at $35 a month.

Neither garage operates at full capacity. The Charles Street garage

which was formed as a cooperative parking facility in 1922 has

recently ceased to rent spaces.

Recreation: There are two small playlots and a space on either

side of Faneuil School. All are asphalt covered. These are the

only public open spaces on the north slope. Their locations and

sizes are:

Play space - former Grant School site....... .11 acres

Play space - Myrtle Street.................. .14 acres

Play ground - Peter Faneuil School ......... .38 acres

TOTAL .63 acres
(see Addendum 7)

For comparison, Boston playground space in 1950 averaged .62

acres per 1,000 population. At present on the north slope there
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are only ..0 acres per 1000 persons, or, only .3% of the average for

a city already far below National Recreation Association standards

for playground space ( N. R. A. standard - 134 acres per 1,000 popula-

tion ). Certainly not all of this difference may be explained by

citing the lack of children in the area. In 1950, 13% of the popu-

lation was under 15 years of age. For Boston overall, this figure

was approximately 20%. Even if these proportions have changed some-

what since the 1950 Census, this area is still in obvious need of

more neighborhood park sAd playground-space.

. Playlot standards are generally considered as primarily a

function of accessibility and not of size. One standard is that in

extremely dense areas such as this, there should be a public playlot

within 200 feet of any residence. This should be conveniently

placed so as not to require children to cross an even moderately

10busy street. 1 Even if all the play space listed above is considered

to double as both playlot and playgrounds, fully 2/3 of the north

slope does not meet these criteria. Many residences are 800 or more

feet from open public recreation space.

Play field and park space can be legitimately accounted for by

public facilities along the Charles River embankment and the Boston

Common. Although these areas contain facilities for passive recrea-

tion, each requires the crossing of a major thoroughfare. There are

now no special facilities for sitting or walking on the north slope.

Other Deficiencies: Streets are very narrow on the north slope.

10. John T. Howard, "City Planning Techniques," unpublished class
notes, p. 73 ( V, C, 2, b ).
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Most are 10 to 15 feet narrower then Mt. Vernon or Chestnut Streets

on the south slope, and in addition most of the structures are built

flush to the sidewalks. Thus, another usually important source of

light and air is minimized.

At present, refuse is collected three times a week. There is,

however, no provision for easily accessible storage of refuse, and

refuse containers, therefore, line the streets for 12 to 18 hours

before each collection. Snow removal and street cleaning have been

discussed under circulation and parking.

Municipal Facilities - In or Serving the Area

Schools: Peter Faneuil School is the only remaining elementary

school in the area. It is located on a site of .6 arres between

Joy and South Russell-Streets and was built in 1910. The building

is of fire-proof construction with an adequate seating capacity for

future demand, although lacking play space. It is, however, consi-

dered obsolete for teaching purposes and is now tentatively scheduled

to be removed within 20 years. At that time a new school would be

constructed near the -north edge of theWest End Redevelopment project.

This is intended to serve the entire vicinity - from the Central

Business District to the Charles River, from the Common to the

Central Artery. There will be no elementary school on Beacon Hill

( see Addendum 8 ). The West End Redevelopment plan retains William

11. Boston City Planning Board, tentative capital improvements
programming.
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Blackstone school, a junior high school which will adequately serve

the area when it is reopened after remodeling.

Fire: Beacon Hill occupies part of Fire District #3. All four

stations considered necessary for comprehensive protection are pre-

sently adequate. There are two stations serving the Beacon Hill

area. Mt. Vernon Station at 60 River Street, built in 1949, is to

be retained. Bowdoin Station in Bowdoin Square, built in 1929, is

expected to be displaced by the Government Center. The consultants'

report to the Boston City Planning Board is that it be relocated

somewhere in the Haymarket Square area.

Police: The Police Department and the City Planning Board both

recommend that Police Station #3 be abandoned. The structure is

more than 80 years old and is not adequate for modern police purposes.

A consolidation of downtown police stations is considered desirable

and practical by police authorities. It is like that #3 station

will be combined with #1 or with #1 and #2 stations at a central

location. In that case, the present site of #3 will not be needed

for future police functions.

Library: The Wdest End Branch of the Boston Public Library has,

until recently, occupied the Old West Church building on Cambridge

Street, The library was closed, amid considerable protest, for

financial reasons. The building occupies a part of the West End

Redevelopment site, but is scheduled to be retained. The use has
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not been finally determined but is being considered as a Protestant

Church. The First Methodist Church on Temple Street has expressed

its interest in the structure and is believed to have a high pri-

ority on relocating there.

Planning: A broad survey of the Boston housing situation was made

by the Boston City Planning Board staff in 1958. Neighborhoods

were divided into four categories of renewal need: Conservation,

Rehabilitation I (modernization), Rehabilitation II (major re-

pairs), and Redevelopment. Most of the north slope was placed in

the second category, Rehabilitation I.

The currently employed Boston approach to renewal is the "roll

back" plan of beginning in the more sound areas and working towards

the most deteriorated. This is in the hope of securing the maximum

amount of private investment, the necessity of which is dictated,

in the main, by the current Boston municipal financial situation.

The Boston Municipal Research Bureau has recommended that the

roll back policy of rehabilitation started in Roxbury be extended

to the other practicable areas and considers this the number one

priority in renewal action in Boston. 12

The north slope of Beacon Hill would fit in well with this

concept. Financing should be more easy to secure than in many poten-

12. Boston Municipal Research Bureau, "Charting the Future of
Urban Renewal," July 1959, p.vi.
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tial renewal areas because the area is to be surrounded by stable,

high-value, areas.

In May 1958, the City Planning Board presented a proposed new

Zoning Ordinance to the City of Boston. The proposals for the north

slope will be discussed in relation to the Renewal Plan.
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SECTION III

ALTERNATIVES AND OBJECTIVES

The north slope of Beacon Hill does not seem logically suited

for other than residential use. Although attempts have been made

to establish other uses, citizen protest has prevented it. The to-

pography is, moreover, too hilly for ordinary commercial and manu-

facturing enterprises. High quality merchandising has shifted

from the Central Business District to Boylston, Arlington, and New-

bury Streets. The.Prudential Center will reinforce this trend. At

present, the function of the Government Center does not seem like-

ly to spill over into the area. The proposed center is meant to

accommodate the need for State and other governmental office space

for many years.

Since much of the area does not appear to qualify, in relation

to the rest of Boston, for federally-aided redevelopment, and would

be, indeed, far down on a priority list, the two logical alterna-

tive treatments for this area are:

1) Leave the area as it is except for improvement in house-

keeping and city services;

2) Engage in a multi-faceted renewal action, maximizing

private investment , under a comprehensive area renewal

plan. The program should utilize available tools, and

where necessary, new municipal programs, to upgrade the

entire area.
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Under the first alternative, major rehabilitation would pro-

bably continue as it has for some time. At the present rate, this

is an insignificant action in view of the approximately 600 struc-

tures in the area. It probably would not even keep pace with the

deterioration. Minor rehabilitation (essentially redecoration)

will probably also continue, but this type of activity does not

correct obsolescent dwelling types and even continually practiced,

does not, in the long run, substantially increase the real value

of the property.

The traffic situation could be improved somewhat by more dili-

gent enforcement of day time parking regulations, but only to a

limited degree. Diligent enforcement at night would only have the

effect of decreasing property values. Without alleviation of par-

king and traffic deficiencies, improved housekeeping is almost im-

possible. Snow removal and street cleaning have been discussed

earlier in this connection. The general appearance of the area

cannot be improved, either, unless a more efficient system of re-

fuse storage can be instituted.

Finally, therefore, although gradual improvement might occur,

if the area were left alone, the gradual obsolescing of the entire

area would also continue and basic environmental deficiencies

would not be alleviated or corrected.

It was with these considerations in mind that the second al-

ternative was chosen for more thorough investigation. Both the

City's financial structure and living conditions should be im-

proved. Boston should attract and hold persons capable of cre-
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ating a stimulating cultural, educational, and civic environment.

The north slope of Beacon Hill should be a contributing part of

such an environment. Pursuant to these goals, and growing out of

the current situation as described in Section II, are the follow-

ing objectives for the area. Each one is considered a necessary

element in a comprehensive renewal plan for the thesis area.

1) Maintain, approximately, the present density.

This is dictated partly by consideration of the overall housing

supply in the metropolitan area. The overall metropolitan inven-

tory of housing should be maintained and even increased in some

areas if an expanding population is to be adequately housed. The

solution for one area cannot be isolated from overall metropoli-

tan and city consideration, and its problems shifted to another

area, creating two problems where one existed before. It cannot

be assumed that the existing population will be rehoused in this

same north slope area after renewal; but approximately the same

population number should be maintained. Just as important is the

pattern of life that arises from the present density. Convenient

corner stores and concentrations of specialty shops are closely

related to high population density.

2) Maximize rent and property value levels while increa-

sing stability of investments.

This objective is predicated on the need for increased municipal

tax base. Although residential areas in large cities seldom pay

their way and are not the primary source of revenue to the city,

increasing the return from the north slope would constitute a
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positive contribution that would not be insignificant.

3) Encourage new construction.

A properly operating renewal cycle - an overall balance of new

construction with older carefully maintained buildings - assures

a long life and continual stability for investment in an area.

This must be accomplished in a coordinated way which recognizes

current problems but does not sacrifice future soundness and po-

tentials. The city should guide and direct all action through

policies set up in a comprehensive area renewal plan.

4) Eliminate or alleviate deficiencies in open space and

recreation space, school facilities, circulation, and

parking.

Any gain made in the quality of housing would eventually be nega-

ted unless it were accomplished by increased environmental ameni-

ties. These must be supplied if young couples are to be attrac-

ted to the area and encouraged to stay when they have children. A

good elementary school is often a strong magnet where young fami-

lies are concerned. The strength of local institutional and civic

organizations depends largely upon a nucleus of permanent families

and individuals.

5) Recognize and enhance the individuality of the north

slope.

The north slope is considerably different from the south slope in

scale, spatial organization, living pattern, and social status.

Some of these differences such as the corner store and vista-

producing street pattern should be carefully retained and inte-
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grated into any renewal approach for the area. The block struc-

ture should be fully utilized to create an identity for the north

slope - an imageable rhythmic pattern of open space and masses.

61 Provide for functional interaction with the south slope

and the West End Redevelopment project.

In order to take full advantage of the surrounding high-value

areas, functional interaction should be facilitated with those

areas. Certain facilities and ways should be shared in common.

This is an essential element of fully utilizing the roll-back

concept of urban renewal.

7) Utilize federal renewal aid when it appears reasonable

and applicable.

As of July 1959, Boston, the 10th largest city in 1950, was 17th

among U.S. cities in federal grants-in-aid preject reservation

for urban renewal. Boston should make an effort to increase

its share of federally reserved funds. The City should make an

effort to increase its debt limit in order to more fully utilize

the existing federal program. Designation of federally-aided areas

must be based on the overall city need which picks out key areas

for this special assistance. Still other non-federally-aided

areas should be designated as urban renewal areas in order to take

advantage of liberal mortgage insurance provisions of the 1959

Housing Act.

13. Boston Municipal Research Bureau, "Charting the Future of
Urban Renewal," July, 1959, p. 5.
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SECTION IV

STANDARDS AND PROPOSALS

Introduction

This section sets forth specific elements of a renewal plan

for the north slope in keeping with the objectives stated in the

preceeding section. The proposed standards are meant to reflect

existing conditions since the major objective of this thesis is

to upgrade the existing area rather than redevelop it. They are

also meant to incorporate as many elements as practical of an

optimum plan for this area and the proposed population.

In the following table elements of the existing situation

are given with proposed standards.



STANDARDS AND PROPOSALS

Existing Situation

Population: Families and lodgers; young couples,
students, single clericals and elderly

Density: 460 persons/net residential acre. This
is 220 families per net residential acre at 2.1
persons/median family

Building Coverage: Present average:
mately 75% of each block

approxi-

Housing: 10% to 27% substandardness: 23% with-
out central heating; some minimum rehabilitation;
few structures that have had major rehabilitation

Program Elements and Proposed Standards

Same general composition; possibly fewer
lodgers

Approximately the same. Not to exceed
225 families/net residential acre

Coverage reduction where economically
feasible

Opening up of center of larger blocks;
demolition of some residential struc-
tures at key points

Clearance of small wooden or temporary
sheds

Clearance of entire blocks in some cases
and construction of tower apartments
covering only part of the same site

Clearance and redevelopment for the
worst areas utilizing federal subsidy

0
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Existing Situation

Housing: (continued)

Rent: Median rent 1950 Census:
month

$41.72 per

Estimated 1960 rent: $90.00 per month ( rise
of $5.00 a month once each year is considered
average)

Range: $65.00 to $200.00 per month

Estimated average rent south slope $200.00 per
month. Estimated schedule for West End Redevel-
opment $125.00 to $450.00 per month

Circulation: Automobile: one and two-way
streets; streets too narrow for two-way
traffic

Pedestrians: sidewalks - no other special pro-
vision

Program Elements and Proposed Standards

Rehabilitation through forced conformity
to an area renewal plan

Block corporation to coordinate rehabili-
tation of entire blocks and resale to
private owners or investors

Central heating of all units - utilization
of fuel oil to facilitate servicing

For rehabilitation areas ( 1960 dollars )
median rent: $130.00 per month. Range:

$95.00 to $300.00 per month

For redevelopment area next to State
House for middle and upper income fami-
lies ( 1960 dollars ): range: $150.00
to $200.00 per month for efficiency and
one bedroom units

Lower rents if limited dividend is applied:
( approximately $25.00 less for efficiency
unit; approximately $35.00 less for one
bedroom unit)

Automobile: simplified street pattern;
use only one-way streets

Pedestrians: special pedestrian walkways

H



Program Elements and Proposed Standards

Parking: Parking regulations: on-street one
side day or night (general condition )

Garage facilities: Cambridge Garage: 250 spaces

Bowdoin Square Garage: 850 spaces - estimated
100-200 of these available to residents of
north slope

Service station, open lots, etc., estimated

50 additional spaces

Recreation: Present inventory: playground
and lots: .63 acres or .Q& acres per 1,000
population

Parking regulations: no parking on any
street 2 a.m. to 8 a.m.; residents with
cars must garage them

Parking in selected areas one side of
street only, 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Specially designated areas for deliveries
of merchandise and fuel oil

Garage facilities: 7 spaces for each 10
dwelling units ( based on a floor area
ratio of 3.0 )

Model situation: 3 spaces per 10 dwelling
unit self-contained in each block; 4 spaces
provided in large private or municipal
garages

Use of all tops of garages for open space,
and community facilities ( excluding Cam-
bridge Street garage )

Playground: one large playground in con-
junction with elementary school

Playlots or open space: at least 1 public
or semi-public open space within 200 feet
of each dwelling unit

%N
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Existing Situation

School Facilities: Elementary: Peter Faneuil
School; site .6 acres; capacity 450

Junior high: in vicinity, William Blackstone;
site .75 acres; capacity 450; now being remo-
deled

Zoning: Mostly R-65

Note: present building coverage is about 75%.
Present floor area ratio is approximately 5.0

Program Elements and Proposed Standards

Elementary: new school with central loca-
tion; enlarged site; capacity 500-600 to
provide for all of Beacon Hill and dest
End Redevelopment Project; should have
high educational standards

Junior high: retain Blackstone School

Assuming Boston adopts an ordinance
based on Floor Area Ratio ( proposed
1958 )

Adoption of 3.0 floor area ratio with
maximum building height of 85 feet

Retain residence use category

Special provision to allow commercial use
on all corners in each block with maximum
size for each location of 400 square feet
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SECTION V

VISUAL. ANALYSIS& AND DESIGN QBJECTIVES

The present visual aspect of the north slope of Beacon Hill

can be more conveniently described if abstracted to its two princi-

ple components: natural topography and man made topography.

The natural topography is perhaps best characterized as an

oblong inclined plane warped down at its west end. Running along

the crest and down to Charles Street are Pinckney and Myrtle

Streets. At the top it is nearly 75 feet above Cambridge and

Charles Streets. The average grade of the hill is about 8%.

From its slopes panoramic views to the north and west, over

the Charles River, are occasionally had. At the top, tall apart-

ment houses could have 360* visibility of Boston. The hill makes

possible a multitude of vistas and numerous visual focal points

are revealed from its slopes.

The man made topography consists of a grid of voids, the

streets, and a series of masses, the structures. The masses rigid-

ly channelize observation of the surrounding areas. Some views

are closed by buildings; most are slightly open ended. The vistas

created are one of the strongest features of the north slope. A

few of these terminate in strong natural or man made focal points.

The main tower of the Massachusetts General Hospital is on the

axis of Grove Street. The Charles River is glimpsed from the

sloping westerly portion of Revere Street. It appears that the
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West End Redevelopment Project will supply minor focal points for

a number of streets in the eastern section of the area ( see

Addendum 9 ).

Occasionally there are spaces which open, sometimes surprisingly,

off the streets. There are small court ways such as Primus and

Rollins Places and sometimes a glimpse of the center of a block.

Nothing like Louisburg Square exists on the north slope, however.

Paul Zucker, in Town and Square, describes squares as psycho-

logical parking spaces within the civic landscape. This term

suggests a function apart from that of merely providing light and

air. The square can supply a mental and physical change of pace.

There are presently few reasons to change pace while walking on the

north side of Beacon Hill. The grades are not softened by visual

delight or by a series of imagable features.

Fine details, so characteristic of the south slope, seldom

induce a change of pace here, but are an important aspect in

visual analysis of the north slope. The narrowness of the streets

and the closeness of the structures tend to focus attention down

upon architectural details; brick sidewalks, stone curbs, stairs

and foot scrapers with an occasional glance into an entryway or

at a bay window and upwards to the sky.

The most visually dynamic aspect of the closeness of the

street pattern is produced by a combination of physiological and

"Town and Square," C New York, 1959 ).14. Paul Zucker,
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psychological factors. In a narrow, almost totally enclosed urban

space the sky may appear to be only 2 or 3 times the height of the

surrounding structures, thus forming a completely enclosed space.

This effect is particularly strong along some streets near the crest

of the hill. An unexpected view of the horizon or of the Charles

River explodes the box with an almost violent suddenness.

The most important aspects of visual and spatial impression on

the north slope can be summarized as (1) architectural detail

(2) open space (3) vistas. Each should be carefully considered

as design elements when formulating a renewal plan for this area.

Consideration of these factors has been expanded into a set of

objectives which have the following points:

(1) Make maximum use of the topography of the hill for

providing visual interest

(2) Preserve strong vistas and focus on symbolic struc-

tures

(3) Supply focal points at key places along pedestrian

ways

(4) Accentuate the natural topography with tower structures

(5) Create a variety of open spaces throughout the area

(6) Pay particular attention to re-conditioning and con-

serving architectural details ( entry ways, corner store

fronts)



SECTION VI

RENEWAL PLAN
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SECTION VI

PROPOSED RENEWAL PLAN

The proposed renewal plan is an illustration of what should be

done for the north slope of Beacon Hill in order to make it an at-

tractive and desirable place to live for that section of the po-

pulation who often enjoy an urban life: young professionals, single

workers, young families just establishing themselves, couples with-

out large families, and middle aged or older couples whose own

children have married and have homes of their own elsewhere. It is

further an example of what could be done with a variety of renewal

tools. The success of such a plan depends on the general desire

for the revitalization of the central city and it is assumed that

the signs of its beginning are evidence of such a desire.

Circulation: the circulation plan proposes a system of one-

way traffic movement on existing streets, except that Irving Street

has been cut through to Pinckney Street to provide a complement to

Anderson Street. Grove, Garden, and part of South Russell Streets

running north and south, and Myrtle and Derne Streets running east

and west have been closed to traffic and made into pedestrian ways.

Parking regulations and provisions are covered in appropriate

places in this section.

General Features: for the area as a whole, the renewal plan

contains several features. Open space is included in a variety of

ways - some pedestrian ways, some small parks, and other open areas

L,
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provided through redevelopment at lower coverage. Connections to

the south slope are provided in the form of pedestrian walks and

green spaces.

Central to the residential revitalization of central Boston

is the provision of a good public elementary school. Such a school

should have high standards and frankly act as a magnet for profes-

sional families and those in higher income ranges. Boston has al-

ready considered the necessity for a new grammar school in this

general area and a 2.3 acre site has been reserved in the West End

Redevelopment project. That site is centrally located for neither

the redevelopment area alone, nor for the total area it is supposed

to serve. A 2.5 acre site for this school can be provided as part

of a redevelopment area on the north slope and it is proposed that

this be done. Depending on the population composition of the new

lest End, two such schools might be needed. The north slope site

includes the present site of Faneuil School and also that of Police

station #3 which is scheduled to be abandoned and demolished as

part of the city's program of consolidation of police stations in

the central city area. The school would be on a platform; and par-

king for nearby residents would be provided under the platform,

taking advantage of the slope of the hill.

The renewal plan also proposes that the Beacon Hill Chambers

for men be retained and that lodging houses be concentrated in

this vicinity near the State House, along with 
a small local busi-

area.

The plan includes increased and more efficient services for
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the area. Cost calculations include amounts for general house-

keeping of open spaces and pedestrian ways, and consolidated re-

fuse disposal areas.

The most important general feature of the plan is that it

provides a variety of types of housing at a variety of rents. This

area should be a vital area, a lively urban scene, and it is the

contention of this thesis that a vital urban area arises from the

countless combinations - "stimulating and productive ones" - that

a varied population affords.

The total 35 acre area is divided into two parts: Area I of

21.58 acres for rehabilitation primarily; and Area II of 13.53

acres for redevelopment. The map on the following page indicates

the 'extent of each area. In each area, different renewal tech-

niques will be applied. An analysis of each will be given by

example.
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Municipally-aided Renewal

Area I is to be rehabilitated with spot clearance and rede-

velopment in certain areas. It could probably qualify for feder-

al subsidy in most communities, but funds are limited for any one

community and other areas in Boston are more in need than it. In-

vestment opportunities on the north slope are attractive because of

a basically strong location and surrounding land uses. While it is

usually difficult to bring in private investment in projects which

are surrounded by, and are themselves, blighted areas, this situa-

tion does not pbtain on the north slope. This area might be

treated as a municipal rehabilitation area with private investment

supplying nearly all the capital. The municipality would supply

the legal power for land assembly, standards, a renewal plan,

some implementation, and relocation aid. F.H.A. long-term finan-

cing would be essential, however, to reduce the amount of equity

money invested by the entrepreneurs. In such surroundings, if

the action were part of Boston's "workable program," S 220 might

be utilized. The use of 9 207, applying to construction and re-

habilitation of multi-family structures in unblighted areas, might

also be possible if the area can qualify. This seems a likely

possibility when the West End Redevelopment and the Government

Center projects have removed surrounding blighted areas.
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Two distinct types of treatment are proposed for Area I:

1) Block rehabilitation with, in some cases, center block

clearance for open space and parking.

2) Block clearance and residential redevelopment to pro-

vide open space and garage facilities.

Action should be on a block-by-block basis. The smallest parcel

for rehabilitation or redevelopment should be a complete block,

a provision which would greatly facilitate adequate treatment. A

private corporation for performing these actions might be set up

and regulated as follows.

1) Formation of block rehabilitation or redevelopment cor-

poration for each blocki may be composed of single or

multiple investors; present owners would have first

priority in setting up corporations.

2) Acquisition of the entire block by the City.

3) Corporation posts bond and acquires title to property,

subject to compliance with a block rehabilitation or

redevelopment plan.

4) Corporation rehabilitates or redevelops block in con-

formity to standards and plan as per agreement.

5) Resale of parcel to individual investors subject to

deed restriction necessary for continued operation OR

continued holding of entire block by the corporation

for investment purposes.

L
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Block Rehabilitation: Block Rehabilitation under the proposed plan

consists mainly of rehabilitation and the provision of parking and

open space. The most satisfactory technique for correcting the ex-

isting environmental deficiencies would include the clearing of the

centers of the blocks and in that space providing parking under plat-

forms with landscaping on top, taking advantage of the slope of the

hill and correcting two deficiencies in one type of development.

Some structures will have to be removed both to provide sufficient

open space and to allow entrance and exit for the parking spaces.

The total number of dwelling units will remain approximately the

same, however, as major rehabilitation of some of the larger re-

maining structures will include conversion of each existing dwel-

ling unit to two smaller, more modern units. This is to be done

by gutting of an entire building, leaving only the structural

shell, and redoing the entire interior. Most of the retained struc-

tures will be subject only to minor rehabilitation, however, which

includes painting, decorating, and general fixing up.

Exterior repair of all retained buildings will include pain-

ting of sashes, doors, and trim, brick cleaning and pointing, gut-

ter replacement, and minor roof work. The addition of shutters

would improve the appearance of most facades which were original-

ly designed for them. Attention should be given to the possibility

of recessing entry ways and of painting brown and yellow brick

buildings gray or mauve.

The population to be housed in these rehabilitated units

would be much the same as is now housed there: some young profes-
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sionals (often sharing apartments), some elderly couples, and

many households of married students and other young married cou-

ples. There are now many children in this area and it is suggested

that the proposed changes would make an even more attractive en-

vironment for this type of household.

Parking is provided at the rate of 7 per 10 dwelling units:

3 spaces on site, and an additional 4 spaces in central garages on

Cambridge Street. The Charles Street station is within a five min-

ute walk and provides connections directly to Park Street and to

Cambridge. The area is within walking distance of MIT, although in

inclement weather automobile transportation is desirable.

The commercial space on Charles Street and the corner stores

on the slope which are to be retained are sufficient to meet the

everyday needs of this population. Weekly shopping will be pro-

vided for by the new commercial development which is to be part of

the Vest End Redevelopment project's Cambridge Street frontage.

It is primarily intended that this area continue to serve the type

of population now living there, with increased environmental va-

lues.
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Block Composition Block "A" Block "B"

existing:

Residential structures: total
number

Dwelling units: total number

Gross floor area: in square feet

proposed:

Residential structures: total
number retained

Dwelling units: total number
retained

Gross floor area: in square
feet retained

Minor rehabilitation: num-
ber of units treated

Major rehabilitation: number
of units treated

Major rehabilitation: number
of units created through gut-
ting and repartitioning of
structure

TOTAL DWELLING UNITS

Parking garage: 3 spaces for
every 10 dwelling units (one
space supplied for each unit of
major rehabilitation)

TOTAL PARKING SPACES 140

50

35 34

227

146,000

30

195

120,000

229

143,000

29

197

115,000

160 162

35 35

35 35

230

70

232

70

kL

Example # 1 - Block Rehabilitation



Analysis of Rent Increase1 5

Block "A"

rehabilitation
minimum * maximum *

Block "B"

rehabilitation
minimum * maximum* *

Open space: square foot cost per
each retained structure

Garage facilities: based on $10
per square foot construction cost

Paving and landscaping

$ 1.33 $ 1.33 $ 1.93

6.60

.42

Rehabilitation cost: at 500 gross
square feet per dwelling unit

total cost per square foot

Tax increase: based on 20% of esti-
mated increased gross yearly income

Operating expenses: figure 2/3 in
current rent

Amortization: at 7Y% with 80% mortgage

1.00

2.75

.25

.17

.42

10.00

18.35

.45

.33

1.10

.44

1.00

3*37

.12

.25

.20

$ 1.93

6.60

.44

10.00

18.97

.46

.33

1.14

15. Boston City Planning Department, "Method for Determining Economic Feasibility of Resi-
dential Design Standards" (September 28, 1959) gives a method for calculation of com-
ponenrt costs. Report does not include above method of tax increase analysis.

* Based on $500.00 per dwelling unit; ** based on $5,000 per dwelling unit ;includes one
parking space.

\.n'
1-0

Example #X 1 - (continued)



Example # 1 - (continued)

Block "A"
rehabilitation

minimum maximum

Block "B"
rehabilitation

minimum maximum

Profit: at 12 % of equity

cost per square foot per year

Vacancy allowance: based on 95 %
occupancy

TOTAL - dollars per square foot
per year

Rent increase:

Present rent:

per year
per month

estimated average
per month

Proposed rent : per month

Municipal Tax Gain

Present tax: yearly for both Blocks

Estimated tax: yearly after rehabi-
litation

Tax gain: yearly 5

.06

.59

.03

.44

2.32

.12

2.44

.08

.65

.03

.45

2.38

.13

.62 .68

310.00
26.00

90.00

116.00

2.51

1,210.00
102.00

90.00

192.00

340.00
27. 00

90.00

117.00

1,250.00
105.00

90.00

195.00

$ 90,500

140,700

Analysis of Rent Increase

$ 50,200 or 64 %
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Block Redevelopment: In some of the very small blocks between

Myrtle and Revere Streets, a type of redevelopment may be essen-

tial, but this is to be accomplished primarily by private invest-

ment. These blocks lie along the crest of the hill, and in many

cases, are only one structure deep. This particular strip of

land is further complicated by the fact that Myrtle Street makes a

turn at the western end and in this state is not really suitable

for traffic movement. It is proposed, therefore, that three of

these blocks be cleared and that new housing be constructed upon

them. It is proposed that the type of housing take the form of

small tower apartment buildings. They would be elevator apartments,

8 stories high, and would be privately developed. The height of

these buildings is desirable from several view points. This fac-

tor allows lower ground coverage and built as shown, they would

provide much needed open space in this sector of the hill. They

would emphasize the natural crest of the hill and would balance

the ctremely tall, and now oit of scale County building to the

east of the State House. The extra stories would tend to make

private development more feasible; and elevator apartments of this

type would be ideal for in-town "town houses." A parking space is

provided for every dwelling unit. These apartments would be more

expensive than any others suggested, but the elevators, parking

spaces, and open space provided will combine: to make a setting

worth the price. Again, because of the strategic location of

the north slope, expensive apartments here would attract those
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people who are interested in the cultural activities taking

place in Boston during the fall and winter months.

In addition, two other new developments should be considered

in this area. A large structure could be erected to close off

the area from Charles Circle and the entrance of the M.T.A. into

Beacon Hill. The site might be acquired by the purchase of air

rights above the M.T.A. tunnel entrance. This location is ex-

tremely convenient to Massachusetts General Hospital, the Charls

Street Subway station and to M.I.T. The possibility of construc-

ting nurses' or student housing here should be investigated. Fed-

eral aid is available for either. This consideration could be

decisive for the structure would need special foundation treat-

ment to prevent vibration from the subway trains. Also, the

building would require a slightly more expensive plan of single

loaded corridors with the apartments facing south, away from the

subway and Cambridge Street. The other development should be a

residential structure tp replace the existing Technical and In-

dustrial Schools on Phillips Street. The use qs it exists would

make rehabilitation of the block impossible by the proposed

method; and it is a use inappropriate to a residential area.
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Example # 2 - Block Redevelopment

Block Composition

Existing dwelling units: 63

Proposed dwelling units: in 2 tower apart-
ment buildings; 8 floors each, 4 apartments
per floor; 610 gross square feet per apart-
ment average 64

Gross floor space: pro'posed; includes core;
in square feet 40,000

Financial Analysis

Construction cost: per square foot $ 22.50

Land cost: per square foot of new structure 8.25

30.75

Tax: based on 20 % of estimated gross
yearly income 1.00

Operating expenses: .87

Amortization: at 7% % with 80% mortgage 1.84

Profit: at 12 % of equity .74

cost per square foot per year 4.45

Vacancy allowance: based on 95 % Occupancy .23

TOTAL - dollars per square foot per year 4.68



Rent:

type of unit

efficiency

one bedroom

two bedroom

three bedroom

gross square feet
apartment apartment

alone plus core

350 390

525 590

700 785

830 930

rent
per month

$ 153-00

230.00

306.00

362.00

Parking garage: figured for one parking
space at 300 square feet

construction/ square foot

taxes

amortization

operating expenses

profit

vacancy allowance

cost per square foot per year

RATE PER MONTH

Municipal Tax Gain

Present tax: yearly

Estimated tax: yearly from proposed
redevelopment

Tax gain: yearly

$ 10.00

.28

.60

.25

.24

.09

$ 1.46

$ 36.00

$ 23,200

48,400

$ 25,200 or 109 %

57

Example # 2 - (continued)
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Federally-aided Redevelopment

Area II qualifies for residential redevelopment with a fed-

erally-aided write-down on land acquisition costs. It is to be re-

developed in a manner appropriate to its position next to the State

House and the proposed Government Center. Hmphasis has been placed

on providing densities and a rent scale in keeping with its prox-

imity to these areas and to the Central Business District.

The housing to be built here should be mainly of small apart-

ments and is intended primarily for professionals and single wor-

kers. It is within walking distance of the office district of the

Central Business District, of the Massachusetts General Hospital,

and adjoins the Government Center. It would further house older

people who like city living. A further advantage of this location

for the type of population suggested is its nearness to the amuse-

ment center of Boston. Within walking distance are movies, rea-

taurants, theaters, and the Common and the Esplanade which are the

scene of concerts and exhbits in the summer months. And it is

within a five-minute walk of the Park Street station of the M.T.A.

and even closer to the Scollay Square stop.

A large commercial center, part of the Iest End Redevelopment

project, will be built almost directly across Cambridge Street

from this area and a pedestrian overpass is to be constructed at

this point. These facilities should be adequate to serve the

shopping needs of the redevelopment area, but it is suggested

that a small amount of commercial space, provided within the pro-

ject area, would add a degree of convenience and amenity not fur-
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nished by the center.

Parking is included at a ratio of 7 spaces per 10 dwelling

units. Three of these are on-site, and the additional four are

to be available in large commercial or municipal garages along

Cambridge Street.

Of the existing institutional uses, Suffolk University and

the Society of St. John the Evangelist have been moderately expan-

ded through purchase of adjoining land at written down prices.

The First Methodist Church has been relocated in the former West

End branch of the Boston Public Library, a structure which was

originally a church, and a move which is now contemplated.

Land uses for the proposed federally-aided redevelopment

area are:

residential development 4.2 acres

commercial .1

elementary school site 2.5

existing institutions 1.5

parks and pedestrian ways 1.2

streets and sidewalks 4.0

total 13.5 acres
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Example # 3 - Redevelopment:

Proposed density: dwelling units per
net residential acre

Proposed dwelling units:

Floor area ratio: proposed

Height of buildings: in feet

Building coverage: in per cent

Parking: need at 7 spaces per 10 dwelling
units

allocation:
supplied on site at 3 spaces per 10

dwelling units
supplied in adjoining garages at 4

spaces per 10 dwelling units

total spaces supplied

Population: projected - at 225 dwelling
units per acre x 4.2 acres x 2 persons per
dwelling unit = number of persons

225

945

2.61

85

32.5

660

280

380

660

1890



Example # 3 - (continued)
Analysis of Rent

limited dividend
taxes = 10% of gross

profit = 6% of equity

efficiency one bdrm.
390 sq.ft. 590 sq.ft.

ordinary financing
taxes = 20% of gross

profit = 12% of equity

efficiency

390 sq.ft.
one bdrm.
590 sq.ft.

Taxes: based on 20 % of estimated
gross yearly income

Operating expenses:

Amortization: at 74 % with 80 %
mortgage

building cost: $ 22.50 per sq.ft.
land cost: written down to $ 1.37

per sq.ft.

Profit:

cost per square foot per year

Vacancy Allowance: based on 95 %
occupancy

TOTAL - dollars per square foot per year

per year
per month

.30

.87

1.43

.29

2.89

.16

3.05

1,190.00
99.00

.30

.87

1.43

.29

2.89

.16

3.05

1,860.00
155.00

.75

.87

1.43

.58

3.63

.19

3.82

1,490.00
124.00

.87

1.43

.58

3.63

.19

3.82

2,250.00
187.00

a%

Rent: *
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Example # 3 - (continued)

Municipal Tax Analysis

housing areas only
limited

dividend
ordinary
financing

Tax yield per square foot of
residential structure

Total square feet of resi-
dential development

Tax yield for total resi-
dential development per year

Tax yield from on-site garages
( .28/sq.ft./year - 280 spaces)

Tax yield from commercial
ptopertyces per year ( based on
construction costs)

.30

46},ooo

$ 139,000

.75

463,000

3 346,000

28,600 28,600

12,000 12,000

Total tax yield per year

Present tax yield (excluding
sites proposed for school, in-
stitutions, and park and pedes-
trian spaces)

Tax gain: yearly

entire redevelopment area

Tax yield from housing area

Tax yield from garage beneath
school site (.28/sq.ft./year,
650 spaces)

Total tax yield per year

Present tax yield of area

Tax gain: yearly

153,000

26,600

179,600

55,000

234,600

291,000

- 57,000

153,000

233,600

386,600

55,000

441,600

291,000

+ 150,600

"1

179,600 386,600
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Example # 3 - (continued )

Recommendation: the analysis on the preceeding page indicates

that redevelopment of Area II should be in middle income housing

under land write down and ordinary financing procedures.

Plans for the redevelopment of Area II are indicated on

the Renewal Plan map. As shown, they are intended primarily as

a diagram of intent that the buildings be sited primarily on the

periphery of each block in order to free the centers and thus be

in keeping with the rest of the north slope proposals and exis-

ting structures.
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Tax Base

The analysis of tax return included with the examples indi-

cates that a considerable gain can be expected if the area is trea-

ted as proposed. This increase is to be expected where major in-

vestments from both public and private sources are made. Never-

theless, one aspect of the projected tax situation was not inclu-

ded. Future assessments would reflect not only the new invest-

ment in the north slope area - or its earning power - but it would

also be greatly increased by the measure of stability that would

be added to investment. Property retained in the plan would be

worth 5 times its yearly income instead of only 4 or 4)1 times this

amount. A block worth $800,000 would appreciate almost automa-

tically to $900,000 or $1,000,000. This would be in addition to

any other improved earning power.

Zoning

The proposed revised zoning ordinance for the City of Bostonl6

is based on floor area ratios instead of the height limit as in the

existing ordinance. Most districts will not have a specified maxi-

mum height limit. Most of residential Beacon Hill is proposed to

be included in the H-2 category ( see Proposed Zoning Map on the

following page). This allows a floor area ratio of 2.0 and has no

height limit. Since the existing floor area ratio on the north

slope is about 3.0, the proposed maximum of 2.0 would render very

16. Boston City Planning Board, "Proposed Zoning" (May, 1958)
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unlikely any private redevelopment, causing a 1/3 reduction of

floor space on new construction.

It has been suggested that the proposed floor area ratio

for this area be raised to 3.0, but only with the addition of a

height limit of 65 feet. There is an existing height limit of

65 feet so that the present density could only be maintained in

reconstruction if the same coverage is maintained. Although there

is some open space in the centers of blocks which is poorly uti-

lized, one of the objectives of the renewal plan is to provide

more open space than now exists. A floor area ratio of 3.0 with

a height limitation of 65 feet would therefore make the provi-

sion of open space impossible.

It is suggested, therefore, that most of the north slope

be zoned at a maximum floor area ratio of 3.0 with a height li-

mit of 85 feet. This would allow 8 full floors. Efficient plan-

ning and good design of structures would allow considerable open

space in each block and the 85 foot maximum would therefore not

unduly restrict light and air. The proposed minimum usable open

space requirement for ditricts with a floor area ratio of 3.0

would insure adequate open space. Other proposed dimensional-

requirements are permissive enough to allow the proposed struc-

tures. These changes are discussed only in relation to the north

slope, which should be considered as a single district, distinct

from the south slope.

The proposed ordinance would probably permit the extent of

alteration that the plan proposes for the existing corner stores.
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But it would forbid the establishment of additional ones. Cor-

ner stores are a desirable feature on the north slope ( as in

many, high density areas), and zoning provision should be made

for them. They could be allowed as conditional uses on any cor-

ner in the residential districts with floor area ratios of 3.0

and over. They should be regulated as to size. The typical cor-

ner store on the north slope is about 400 square feet.

It is further proposed by this thesis that the B-4 district

which is proposed for the State House be extended to include a

small local business and lodging house area adjacent to the State

House.

The business zones as they appear in the proposed ordinance

seem reasonable and the renewal plan proposals can be carried out

under them.

Displacement and Relocation

No detailed study of relocation needs that would necessari-

ly be an integrated part of a proposal of this nature has been

made.

In the redevelopment area, 198 structures would be demo-

lished (see Addendum 10). It is assumed that the population

can be relocated by the proper agency. Approximately 42 % of

this population are single lodgers which considerably reduces the

difficulty of relocation.

In the rehabilitation area, a slightly different procedure

will be required than is the case with redevelopment. Practi-
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cally the entire population will have to be at least temporarily

relocated at one time or another. The suggestion of block-by-

block rehabilitation is based partly on this necessity. 94 struc-

tures, containing approximately 1000 people will be demolished

during the proposed 5 year period. Many of these people will be

able to return to the area as the total number of dwelling units

will be slightly increased through rehabilitation and spot rede-

velopment. In fact, there are at least four factors which will

lessen the impact of relocation problems in this area.

1) Many of the people in this area would not need to per-

manently relocate; they are middle class or young pro-

fessionals and could, in many cases, afford the pro-

jected rents.

2) Of those forced to relocate, few are in the lowest

income categories, 17 and available housing opportu-

nities would probably take care of most of their needs.

3) The number of families eligible for relocation at any

one time from this area can probably be easily relo-

cated by the relocation agency.

4) When the aim of a project is specifically to upgrade

an area, physically and socially, some displacement is

not only inevitable but also desirable.

17. U.S. Census of Population, 1950: median income was $157
higher on the north slope than on the south slope of Beacon Hill,

and each slope had a significantly higher median income than other

central downtown areas.
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Staging

The renewal of the north slope should begin immediately if

the maximum use of private investment is to be secured. If the

present pattern is to be improved, a beginning must be made before

overall obsolescence appears too severe or individual investments

in certain better locations make improvement too expensive to be

accomplished without subsidy. The program, once begun, should be

a continuing one which does not aim at a specific final comple-

tion date. A general description of how this might best progress

follows.

Stage I: The rehabilitation of individual blocks in Area I should

be initiated. The provision of parking and semi-public open space

will be supplied concurrently. Most rehabilitation of individual

units will be of the minor type and this activity should begin at

the southern and western part of the area where investment would

be more protected. At this time it will be necessary to enforce

the current regulation of parking only on one side of streets, at

night and on week ends as well as in the day time. This stage

should be practically accomplished within 5 years.

Stage II: A continuation of Stage I in Area I, this stage consists

of private investment in new construction. The sp6t redevelopment

of tower apartments would be coupled with municipal conversion

of certain streets to pedestrian ways and new connections cut

through to link the north and south slopes. At this time, a new

parking regulation throughout the area would be enforced. Par-

MON""",
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king would be allowed on one side of the street in designated

areas only and would be entirely prohibited in the early morning

hours.

Stage III: This should be initiated within 10 to 15 years and

would be concerned with the redevelopment of Area II. Part of

this area should be acquired during an earlier phase of the renewal

program if it shows tendencies to greatly increase in value due to

conversion and doubling up. Rigid enforcement of certain housing

code standards which curtail such practices might prove more ex-

pedient, however.

Stage IV: Upon the amortization of shorter mortgages on dwelling

units for minor rehabilitation in Area I, a program of more major

rehabilitation in this area should be begun. Further upgrading

of the area should continue through at least 25 years.
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ADDENDUM 1
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ADDENDUM 2

DETERMINATION OF EXISTING POPULATION

Given: the major portion of the north slope is in Census
tract K-1;
Census tract K-1 is used as characteristic of the
total area.

Average Number of Persons per Dwelling Unit

total dwelling units in tract K-1 2015

total population of tract K-1 5128

lodgers in tract K-1 * 488

total persons in dwelling units 4640

average number of persons per dwelling unit:
4640 divided by 2015 2.3

Total Dwelling Units And Lodgers by Census Tract

Tract Dwelling Units Lodgers

K-1 1978 509

K-2 218 22

H-4 340 11o8

totals 2536 1639

Total Population of Study Area

dwelling units x average number of persons
per dwelling unit: 2536 x 2.3 5820

lodgers 1639

TOTAL POPULATION 7459

* Based on Boston City Planning Board Lodging House Inventory,
1955, and assigning one tenant per lodging house room
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ADDENDUM 4
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key Type Or-
FA6CILI-TY

slITE. SIZE

A PLbIC:)T F0M~L C4..N CH. oil

E5 PL"YLOT MYRTLE ST. .14-

C PLhYCIZ()UND FANSUIL SCHIA.3

ITCI)T4.L- OPEN11 SP4-cE

06 400o
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ADDENDUM 8

-TYPE OF
FACI LITY

SCROCL

N&ME 917E ICONS. CAP- 119586
AC'S. DATE ACITYI ERL.

STAbTU5

( ELEMENT&Y WIUC14ELL .'5 1885 450 524 TO 4E REUILT
( ____FANEUIL .(.O 1910 450 2.2 RA-D-10-tYV

A JUNIOE W%. PaLCKSTOWE .75 )91f 450 206 TEMP. CLOSED
__@_ __ FhNEUIL I I I_ 8( I TEMP. USED

P)STON 504. COMM.
AV M*AIN. AN WEX

I.

TO BE APNDONBED \\4IEN NEW
CITY WNALL IS COMWLETED

- BoLJbD2Y - STLJDY AREA o' 400,

EXIS T ING
KEY I

U
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ADDENDUM 9

APARZT. TOWVERS OP PR0POSSO REI 90 f

MAIWA PULrFItJCH I II
WILIDIW4 bUILD(WO II

Itsjw~4jfl we1 Cr4U

VISUAL. AN4ALYSIS * IFVCL ]POINTS *- VISTAS

qo-VISTA \Wi POC&L- POINT
l*w VISTA W STROWJ4 POC~l. POIWJT

4m- VI'ST& \V. FtYTUZ FOCt&L POII4T

0 4CC)'
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ADDENDUM 10

HOUSING AND POPULATION : EXISTING AND PROPOSED

Area I Area II
municipally-aided federally-aided

Existing

structures 400 198

dwelling units 1887 649

rooms: lodging 542 1097

Demolished

structures 94 198

dwelling units 434 649

rooms: demolished or
converted 97 1087

Retained

structures 306 0

dwelling units 1453 0

rooms 455 0

Projected:by rehabilitation

dwelling units:
minor rehabilitation 1197 0

major rehabilitation:

3 units of every 17 being
converted into 6 units 512 0

1709 0



ADDENDUM 10 (continued)

Projected: new construction

structures

dwelling units:
tower apartments
students' or nurses'
housing

Total dwelling units

Total rooms

Projected population

1965 dwelling units x 2.3

lodgers at 1 per room

TOTAL POPULATION

Composite totals

Area I

Area II

TOTAL POPULATION

Present population

per cent of present population
retained by plan = 92 %

1 81

Area I Area II

6 11x"

945208

48

1965

0

945

455

4520 945 x 2 =

455

1890

4975 1890

4975

1890

6865

7460
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